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SUMMARY

As a senior front end developer with over three years of experience, I have a 
strong background in designing and creating responsive web designs and 
mobile apps using a variety of technologies, including HTML, CSS, and JS 
frameworks like React JS and Next JS. I have a deep understanding of user 
experience and psychology, which I have used to significantly increase the 
conversion rate of an existing website by 80% through improved code and 
design.

EXPERIENCE

Senior Front End Developer
Venturewicks Resources Remote
Venturewicks is a software development company based in Malaysia.

Collaborating with the design and development team to create and 
implement responsive web designs.
Developing and maintaining websites using WordPress, HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript.
Utilizing React JS and Next JS to create scalable and efficient web 
applications.
Implementing best practices in web development, including accessibility, 
security, and performance optimization.
Troubleshooting and debugging web applications to ensure smooth 
functionality.
Working with the UX/UI design team to improve user experience and 
conversion rates.
Staying up-to-date with the latest web development technologies and best 
practices.

Freelance Web Developer
Freelance Colombo, Sri Lanka
Working as a freelance web developer.

Working with clients all over the world.
Managed updating code and maintained wordpress websites by updating
plugins, themes regularly.

Supervisor - Quality Assurance
Devere Group Colombo, Sri Lanka
One of the biggest Indipendant financial advisory groups in the world.

Conducted internet training programs for new and existing researchers.
Collected, Reviewed and evaluated production data associated with
quality related problems in order to make recommendations to increase 
production.
Examined the quality of leads produced by researchers to ensure they 
meet the given criteria

Senior QA Specialist
Holborn Assets LLC Colombo, Sri Lanka

Examined the quality of leads produced by researchers to ensure they meet 
the given criteria.
Conducted internet training programs for new and existing researchers.
Collected, Reviewed and evaluated production data associated with quality 
related problems in order to make recommendations to increase production.
Worked closely with over 60 researchers in order to make sure they achieve 
their targets. 

SKILLS

HTML CSS Javascript

Adobe Suite Responsive Web Design

Tailwind CSS WordPress

Figma/Adobe XD React JS Next Js

STRENGTHS

Organized and Self Disciplined
Take full responsibility to deliver my work in time and 
find the right balance between quality work and 
quality time with my family at home.

Time-management
Able to divide my time in the most optimal way 
possible.

Delivering Results
Focus on the key inputs and deliver them with the 
right quality and in a timely fashion.

LANGUAGES

English Proficient

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

Teamwork and communication

Creative problem solving

TRAINING / COURSES

Certificate in Web Designing

Responsive Web Designing

React JS Essentials Training

www.enhancv.com
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Frontend Developer

�94 77 1843 745 ilham.mohomedpersonal@gmail.com Colombo, Sri Lanka


